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Van der Pol

Together with sister company Royal VIVBuisman, Van der Pol is part of Van Ballegooijen Foods. 
A family business focused on producing and processing butter. Royal VIVBuisman produces  
butter and milk fat products. Van der Pol uses this butter, with its recognizable Dutch full  
flavour, in its dough products. These dough products range from puff pastry and croissant dough 
to cookie dough chunks. Since 1987, Van der Pol may also call ‘Purveyor to Her Majesty the Queen’, a  
company that distinguishes itself through quality, solidity and continuity, endorsed by the king.

Cookie Dough
The nostalgic feeling of snacking on cookie dough in a ready-to-eat final product. Cookie dough is  
incredibly popular and forms a solid base for creativeness. Not only is it delicious to swirl through ice 
cream, but also to consume directly from the freezer or to use in the baking of products. By producing  
solely with ingredients that meet high food safety standards on modern lines, we can offer the best  
quality.

Our Cookie Dough can be recognised by their crunchy bite and can be called unique due to the  
complete range. We want to make sure that everyone can enjoy our delicious cookie dough. That’s why 
we also respect the wishes of true ice cream lovers. Therefore we also produce vegan, organic and kosher 
cookie dough. Who dares to challenge us?

Check the complete assortment of cookie dough in this catalogue. And do not hesitate to ask about  
possibilities for your specific wishes!

Butter dough specialist



Carton box sizes (WxLxH)
390x300x150 

Packaging Gross weight 
10.320 grams

Euro Pallet 800x1200x600 
56 cartons, 7 layers of 8 cartons 

Height of pallet
1280 mm 

Gross weight Euro Pallet 
577,92 kg

Transport
FCA, Incoterms® 2020

MOQ 
2 pallets per SKU

Shelf life (after production) 
18 months frozen (-18°) 

Shelf life (guaranteed upon delivery)
12 months frozen (-18°)

Cookie Dough Chunks Logistic  
information

PackagingSizes

S (8 mm) L (12 mm) XL (18 mm)

Available in

organic

vegan

clean label

vegan organic

Applications

inclusion for  
ice cream

use as a topping 
for your dessert

serve it as  
a snack

Custom options

Don’t see the Cookie Dough of your dreams? Dare to challenge 
us and get in touch with our experience Research & Development 
team. We are happy to help!

bag in carton box
netto weight 10 kg

kosher



308006 Chocolate chip 12 mm (L)

308011 Chocolate chip
The “old classic” chunk will knock any other chunk off the 
block. Made with pure Dutch butter and premium Belgian 
chocolate chips

8 mm (S)

308046 Brownie Chocolate all the way. Combining pure Dutch butter and 
the best premium cacao gives a chunk you can’t resist!

12 mm (L)

DESCRIPTION

CLASSICS cookie dough chunks

308038 Chocolate chip 18 mm (XL)

308005 Vanilla This sweet, creamy chunk never gets dull. Enhanced with 
the best Madagascar bourbon vanilla you can’t say no!

8 mm (S)

308039 Vanilla This sweet, creamy chunk never gets dull. Enhanced with 
the best Madagascar bourbon vanilla you can’t say no!

12 mm (L)

ARTICLE PRODUCT SIZE

The “old classic” chunk will knock any other chunk off the 
block. Made with pure Dutch butter and premium Belgian 
chocolate chips

The “old classic” chunk will knock any other chunk off the 
block. Made with pure Dutch butter and premium Belgian 
chocolate chips

10 kg

10 kg

10 kg

NET. WEIGHT

10 kg

10 kg

10 kg



308047 Vegan Choc. Chip 12 mm (L)

308019 Vegan Brownie 8 mm (S)

308037

Vegan - Clean Label
Chocolate Chip

8 mm (S)308020

Vegan Brownie 12 mm (L)

Clean Label  
Brownie

12 mm (L)

Chocolate Chip 
Reduced and 
Substitute Sugar

308042 8 mm (S)

308043 Vanilla Reduced 
Sugar (-30%)

12 mm (L)

VEGAN - CLEAN LABEL - REDUCED SUGAR cookie dough chunks

We’re making it easy to indulge for everyone! Our all-time 
favourite is also available in vegan. Need to say more?

308036

Chocolate all the vegan way! This chunk contains only the 
best premium cacao, that ofcourse is RFA-certified

Our all-time favourite without animal-derived ingredients 
and with a short and clear label with recognisable  
ingredient names. Yet still with a delicious taste

More consumers are opting for a short and clear label with 
recognisable ingredient names. Our Clean Label Brownie 
meets these wishes and still offers a delicious taste

Reducing sugar without compromising on taste - we 
can dough that! This chocolate chip chunk tastes almost 
exactly like our classic, but with less sugar

Just as sweet and creamy as our regular Vanilla chunk,  
yet formulated in such a way that reduces your sugar 
intake by 30%

DESCRIPTIONARTICLE PRODUCT SIZE

Chocolate all the vegan way! This chunk contains only the 
best premium cacao, that ofcourse is RFA-certified

ORGANIC - VEGAN ORGANIC cookie dough chunks

308018 Organic Vanilla
This vanilla chunk is made with certified organic  
ingredients grown the most natural way, which gives the 
chunk an even more pure taste

8 mm (S)

308013 Organic Brownie 8 mm (S)

308014 Organic Spicy Dutch
A typical Dutchy that tastes like our well-known spiced 
biscuit. Made with only certified organic ingredients 
grown the most natural way

8 mm (S)

308009 Organic Choc. Chip
Our all-time favourite made with certified organic  
ingredients grown the most natural way, giving the chunk 
an even more pure taste

8 mm (S)

308056 Vegan Organic 
Chocolate Chip

Not only made with certified organic ingredients, but also 
without any animal-derived ingredients. Snacking organic 
and vegan becomes a breeze!

8 mm (S)

308057 Vegan Organic 
Brownie

8 mm (S)

308059

Vegan Organic 
Vanilla

8 mm (L)

308058 8 mm (S)

308060 Vegan Organic
Brownie

12 mm (L)

Vegan Organic 
Chocolate Chip

Chocolate all the organic way! Made with certified organic 
ingredients grown the most natural way, giving the chunk 
an even more pure taste

DESCRIPTIONARTICLE PRODUCT SIZE

10 kg

10 kg

10 kg

NET. WEIGHT

10 kg

10 kg

10 kg

10 kg

10 kg

10 kg

10 kg

NET. WEIGHT

10 kg

10 kg

10 kg

10 kg

10 kg

10 kg

Not only made with certified organic ingredients, but also 
without any animal-derived ingredients. Snacking organic 
and vegan becomes a breeze!

Not only made with certified organic ingredients, but also 
without any animal-derived ingredients. Snacking organic 
and vegan becomes a breeze!

Not only made with certified organic ingredients, but also 
without any animal-derived ingredients. Snacking organic 
and vegan becomes a breeze!

Not only made with certified organic ingredients, but also 
without any animal-derived ingredients. Snacking organic 
and vegan becomes a breeze!



Cookie dough snack/bites 
Vegan Chocolate Chip

A vegan cookie dough lover’s snack dream come true ... 
Our delicious chunks served as a snack in a consumer 
packaging. The perfect addition to your frozen section!

10 x 125 gram

Cookie Dough
chocolate coated

What could be better than the “old classic” chocolate chip 
cookie dough chunk? The “old classic” chocolate chip 
cookie dough chunk dipped in chocolate!

7,5 kg

DESCRIPTION

OTHER APPLICATIONS cookie dough

Cookie dough paste
Still working out the secret for making a perfect core in 
ice cream? We got you covered! This cookie dough paste 
gives your product the full cookie dough experience

1000L

PRODUCT CONTENT

Cookie dough snack/bites 
Brownie

A chocolate cookie dough lover’s snack dream come true 
... Our delicious chunks served as a snack in a consumer 
packaging. The perfect addition to your frozen section!

10 x 125 gram



Van der Pol
De Kroon 21
4261 TW Wijk en Aalburg
The Netherlands
+31 416 69 27 85
www.vdpol.nl / cookiedough@vdpol.nl

Follow us on 


